We applied catastrophe and chaos theory to analyze the traffic nonlinear characteristics of expressway condition. Catastrophe theory was generally used to explore the mathematical relationships among the traffic data collected from highway conditions, which could not be appropriate for the urban expressway conditions. Traffic flow data collected from the 3rd ring road expressway in Beijing was used to build flow-density model and speed-density Greenshields model. Then the density was discussed based on the traffic wave speed function with cusp catastrophe theory; in particular, density conditions on median lanes and shoulder lanes were deeply discussed. Meanwhile the chaotic characteristics were analyzed based on the traffic temporal sequence data collected from 29 detectors located at the 3rd ring road expressway, and C-C method was used to reconstruct the phase space and the largest Lyapunov exponents were estimated by Wolf method and the small data sets method. The results indicated that the traffic operation catastrophe density on the median lanes was a bit higher than that on the shoulder lanes; additionally chaotic characteristics obviously existed in the local corridor composed of 29 detectors in the 3rd ring road expressway traffic flow system.
Introduction
This paper is to analyze traffic nonlinear characteristics by using catastrophe theory and chaos theory. Traffic can be considered as a nonlinear system, and catastrophe and chaotic phenomena have been observed, which are supported by catastrophe theory and chaos theory, respectively. Catastrophe theory set up by René Thom is a branch of bifurcation theory in the study of dynamical systems, and it may conceptually explain the manner in which a discontinuity or "jump" happens. Chaos theory studies the behavior of dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to initial conditions, a response popularly referred to as the butterfly effect, and the most striking feature of chaos is the unpredictability of its future; a tiny difference or even a cut-off error will be blown up quickly and results in a big difference in the near future. The relationships between catastrophe theory and chaos theory rely on a bifurcation, which displays changes of topological structure in phase diagram when control parameters change. After the bifurcation happens, discontinuous transition will exist among system situations, which may be called as the catastrophe. Bifurcation occurs continually, and the system ultimate state will be discussed eventually by the chaotic theory. However, in dense traffic, small disturbances such as the acceleration or deceleration of one vehicle could be passed over or amplified along the line, and it might seem to be sensitive to the initial conditions which caused chaos. Thus it is difficult to build dynamic function considering complex factors in traffic flow system, so the temporal sequence analysis will be used.
Traffic nonlinear system has been studied by a vast variety of microscopic and macroscopic methods, besides catastrophe theory and chaos theory. And microscopic modeling has inherent superiority, of which agent-based approach can delve into individual-level dynamics and provides insight into the evolutionary process. Vehicles travelling in the lanes interact with each other, which can be seen as group interactions problems and solved by games methods and others. Perc studied the impact of evolutionary games on traffic flow with the discrete cellular automation Biham-MiddletonLevine (BML) model, and the work induced a premature seizure of traffic flow by a substantially lower initial density 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society of agents as in the original case [1] . Additionally, Perc et al. reviewed the works on evolutionary games incorporating coevolutionary rules and particularly highlighted the study of evolutionary dynamics of group interactions on structured populations [2, 3] , enriching the theoretical methods to certain problems. Cell transmission model (CTM) and the agent-based methods had been applied to elaborate the emergence phenomena in traffic system, such as the cell transmission model had been applied to ensure first-infirst-out (FIFO) dynamic traffic assignment and agent-based simulator had been used to study congestion pricing schemes [4, 5] .
Agent-based methods can effectively understand vehicles operation and pedestrian behavior; however, in the fields of traffic management, macroscopic methods own exclusive advantages on analyzing traffic characteristics; for example, Greenshields model is common applied in traffic practice. Tadaki et al. analyzed the phenomenological features of the real traffic flow observed at the upper stream of a tunnel, and temporal sequences and statistical analyses were used to discuss the phase transition between freely moving and congested states [6] . Geroliminis and Daganzo analyzed a field experiment using a combination of fixed detectors and floating vehicles and revealed that a macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) linking space-mean flow, density, and speed exists on a large urban area [7] ; additionally Geroliminis and Sun investigated what were the properties that a network should satisfy, so that an MFD with low scatter existed and the results indicated that the spatial distribution of vehicle density in the network was one of the key components that affected the scatter of an MFD and its shape [8] . Daganzo et al. had provided an explanation on networks jam due to multiple overlapping routes with MFD [9] .
Among the macroscopic methods, catastrophe theory and chaotic theory are adept at indicating complex operation of nonlinear traffic system. Hall et al. analyzed the occurrences of gaps in freeway operation data and the accompany jumps in the behavior of traffic parameters with catastrophe theory [10] [11] [12] , Zhang and Pei discussed the application of cusp catastrophe theory in traffic flow prediction [13] , Guo et al. discussed traffic models with cusp catastrophe theory [14] , and Papacharalampous and Vlahogianni proposed a framework based on stochastic cusp catastrophe theory to model microscopic freeway traffic flow considering that each driver may shift his/her behavior and behave aggressively or timidly during driving [15] .
Chaotic characteristics in traffic flow system have been also confirmed. Zhang and Jarrett examined the chaotic traffic by car-following model [16] . Nagatani used the lattice hydrodynamic model to take into account the passing effect in one-dimensional traffic flow and found that the chaotic jams appear when the passing constant was larger than 0.1 [17] . Li proposed a class of discrete models derived from nonequilibrium continuum models to identify and predict the self-organized vehicle clustering and the transition to chaos in traffic flow [18] . Shang et al. analyzed traffic data collected from Beijing Xizhimen, and the results indicated that chaotic characteristics existed obviously and speed was predicted [19] . Lo and Cho applied traffic three-parameter model and fundamental diagram models to analyze traffic chaos, and several chaotic control strategies were discussed [20] . Lan et al. discussed traffic dynamical evolution by the largest Lyapunov exponent and correlation dimension in the traffic state reconstruction spaces [21] .
Conclusions from literatures above are mainly inferred from highway condition; however it is different from urban expressway condition, which has smaller distance between ramps, and vehicles could be easily influenced when travelling near the ramps. Traffic operation of the middle, median, and shoulder lanes would be disturbed as well; thus, the conclusions did not satisfy the expressway condition. Reasonable analysis on expressway traffic flow system is necessary to formulate traffic management and control strategy.
In addition, conventional models based on the typical traffic fundamental diagram could evolve traffic parameters better. However, complex and stochastic factors, such as driver behavior, weather, and environment, would bring the difficulty to build precise models. For example, discontinuous or jump phenomena have been observed in the traffic flow data, which is hard to be explained by the three-parameter traffic fundamental continuous models in two-dimensional plane. On the other side, chaos makes it unpredictable for traffic forecasting.
Although theoretical analysis has been used to comprehend traffic nonlinear system, actual data is less used to motivate the theoretical treatment. The present paper extends the theoretical analysis by applying macroscopic models such as catastrophe theory and chaos theory, in which cusp catastrophe model was used to analyze expressway traffic nonlinear characteristics and the parameter of density was discussed deeply. Meanwhile expressway traffic chaotic characteristics were investigated in detail based on traffic temporal sequence data. This paper consists of four sections. Section 2 introduces the basic method of cusp catastrophe theory with traffic flow model and chaotic theory. Section 3 contains the data implementation including data description and parameter calculation. Section 4 provides the conclusion.
Methodology

Cusp Catastrophe Applied to Macroscopic
Traffic. According to stability theory and bifurcation theory, René Thom set up the catastrophe theory based on discontinuous research which can explain the discontinuous transition of a system between equilibrium states. Seven types of catastrophe models were induced from the singularities of gradient system by building relations with differential equations and functions. Dynamical system of traffic parameters also represents the same five characteristics in the fields of bimodality, hysteresis, inaccessible behavior, catastrophe, and divergence, so the traffic model problem can be solved by catastrophe theory, and one of the models, cusp catastrophe model, is selected for Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 3 analyzing due to its wide use. And its equations are shown as follows:
potential function:
balance curved surface:
catastrophe set:
where denotes state variable and , denote control factors (bifurcation/splitting factor and normal/asymmetry factor, resp.).
The three macroscopic measures of the state of a given traffic stream, flow , space mean speed , density , are used to evolve traffic operation, and the basic relationship among them is given as = * . Meanwhile, generalized car-following model, discussed in May and Keller's work [22] , is used as (4), where denotes the free flow velocity value and denotes congested density:
When = 0, = 3, (4) can be the widely used model as follows:
The following is the first differential of (5) on :
Traffic shock wave is deduced as
Traffic shock wave could be rewritten as follows based on (6) and (7):
Equation (9) is similar to the cusp catastrophe balanced curved surface function and the potential function may be designed as
Then the critical wave speed and density are deduced as (11) and (12) 
From (12), the catastrophe critical density cusp has a relation with the traffic flow , and when vehicles pass by, there will be a maximum volume, max , which is selected to calculate the cusp :
Chaos Identify Methods.
In traffic flow when the control parameter of Logistic map equals 3.5 and 4, the traffic flow is chaotic; however, in dense traffic, small disturbances such as the acceleration or deceleration of one vehicle could be passed over or amplified along the line, and it might seem to be sensitive to the initial conditions which caused chaos. Thus it is difficult to build dynamic function considering complex factors in traffic flow system, so the time series analysis will be used, which is ubiquitous in the chaos analysis [23] . Chaotic characteristics can be identified from time series both on qualitative and quantitative aspects. In the qualitative aspect, chaotic characteristic can be intuitively identified from the diagrams, distinctly presenting dynamic characteristics. Common methods such as analyzing power spectrum diagram and wavelet decomposition diagram can be used. In the power spectrum diagram the spectrum is continuous but not flat with noise and broad peak, and in the wavelet decomposition diagram the components scatter in frequency domain presenting self-similarity at each decomposition level.
In the quantitative aspect, calculation on singular attractor characteristic parameters depicting the rate of expansion or contraction in the spaces can help identify chaos in theory, including Lyapunov exponent, correlation dimension, and Kolmogorov entropy, among which the estimation of Lyapunov exponent is relatively easy to compute, accurate, and widely used by Wolf method or small data sets method [24, 25] , and the positive largest Lyapunov exponent can yield evidence for the presence of deterministic chaos in the observed data time series [19] .
In addition, reconstruction of phase space is the important precondition, which consists of the determination of the delay time and the embedding dimension . Autocorrelation function method, mutual information, and C-C method are usually applied, especially using C-C method which can synchronously estimate the delay time and the embedding dimension, which used the correlation integral in the BDS statistic. Both the reconstruction parameters and must be determined from the actual data [26] . 
Implementation and Results
An empirical study was implemented as follows. Actual data set collected in 2-minute interval from RTMS (remote traffic microwave sensor) in Beijing was used, mainly from the 3rd ring road expressway due to the comparison among the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th ring road expressways. The data set consists of rate of flow, speed, and occupancy on workdays from 5:00 to 22:00 during one month from 29 detectors. Discussion for catastrophe focuses on the situations of median lanes and shoulder lanes; the latter ones are often disturbed by vehicles travelling on and off camps. In addition, one direction traffic operation is mainly considered in traffic catastrophe and chaos analysis.
Traffic Catastrophe Analysis.
In our analysis, data characteristics were firstly descripted, and then parameters statistics was analyzed including relation between occupancy and density and flow-density regression was realized; critical catastrophe density calculation was followed mainly on condition of median lane and condition of shoulder lane. The part of traffic chaos analysis consisted of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis and the maximum Lyapunov exponents on flow, speed, and occupancy were calculated, respectively.
Data Characteristics.
In the first step, data cleaning was used on the data set, including correcting abnormal data, adding lost data according to time stamps. Then the data set collected from RTMS no. 3060 could be used for the next steps, and two figures, Figures 1 and 2 , are shown as follows based on the data. Figure 1 illustrates the graphical relationships of speedflow, and it can be inferred from Figure 1 that the free flow phase with high velocity and low rate of flow discontinuously evolves into the congested phase; a discontinuity or jump phenomenon happens through the evolution. Data scatters in the free and congested zones, however, points are sparse in the joint zone, and the same condition also appears in the Figure 2 .
Parameters Statistics.
This part includes the relation between occupancy and density; flow-density regression function was also realized.
(a) Relation between Occupancy and Density. Catastrophe critical density was deduced based on the maximum parameters of traffic flow, speed at free flow condition, and maximum congested density; however, only occupancy was recorded in the data, and then it had to be changed to the density. Based on Zhao et al. 's work [27] , the relation between occupancy and density was deduced as follows:
Additionally, the average lengths of vehicles, leng vehicle , in the ring road expressway in Beijing were 5.78 meters for median lanes, 6.03 meters for middle lanes, and 6.33 meters for shoulder lanes [27] , and the constant in (14) was chosen as 10 for the expressway condition in Beijing. Meanwhile, leng detector denoting the detect distance along the lane was 2 meters based on the RTMS property. Then the median lanes occupancy-density function and shoulder lanes occupancydensity function are inferred as below: condition of median lanes:
condition of shoulder lanes:
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From Table 1 it can be read that = 0.783, and testing results are smaller than 0.05; the relation between and is statistical reliable. In addition, -testing results for regression coefficients are also smaller than 0.05, which means they are statistical significant.
Quadratic flow-density regression in shoulder lanes was inferred as = −0.01326 ⋅ 2 + 1.389 ⋅ + 14.63.
From Table 2 , it is noted that = 0.728, and testing results are smaller than 0.05; the relation between and is statistical authentic. In addition, -testing results for regression coefficients are also smaller than 0.05, which means they are statistical significant.
Critical Catastrophe Density
Calculation. Equation (13) was used for calculating critical catastrophe density, and the results of median lanes and shoulder lanes were inferred as follows.
(a) Condition of Median Lane. According to (17) 
Traffic Chaos Analysis.
It is difficult to build dynamic function considering complex factors in traffic flow system, so the time series analysis will be used. Firstly, wavelet decomposition diagram was used to identify traffic chaos in the qualitative aspect. Then, reconstruction of the phase space with C-C method and calculation of the largest Lyapunov exponent were implemented by Wolf method and small data sets method, respectively, in the quantitative aspect.
The data set consists of flow, speed, and occupancy in 2 minutes from 5:00 to 22:00 collected from 29 detectors located at the 3rd ring road expressway in a month in Beijing. Also, one direction traffic operation is mainly considered.
Qualitative Analysis.
Wavelet decomposition diagrams on traffic flow, speed, and occupancy from the location of the 15th detector with DB 4 at level 3 are shown as Figures 3, 4 , and 5.
Results.
It is indicated that components distribute in frequency domain, and self-similarity is present at each decomposition level in wavelet decomposition diagrams on flow, speed, and occupancy, which are similar to the characteristics represented in the wavelet decomposition diagrams of chaotic temporal sequence.
3.3.1.
Quantitative Analysis. C-C method was applied to calculate the delay time and the embedding dimension to reconstruct the phase space; after that Wolf method and small data sets method were used to calculate the largest Lyapunov exponents for the traffic three parameters. The C-C method results for flow are shown as Figure 6 , which are also the detail illustrations for the location of the 15th detector.
The same methods were used to analyze chaotic characteristic for other detectors, and the results on the delay time , the embedding dimension , and the largest Lyapunov exponents max based on the Wolf method (M1) and small data method (M2) were recorded in Tables 3, 4 , and 5.
From Table 3 , it can be noted that all the largest Lyapunov exponents are positive in the Wolf method results; meanwhile all the largest Lyapunov exponents from small data sets method are positive except the location of the 26th detector, which need more information to identify chaos. It can be inferred that results from both methods have similar evolution tendency, and they have the largest value at the location of the 7th detector, as Figure 7 shows. [26] , delay time = ⋅ ( = 1) can be deduced from the first zero crossing of mean or the first local minimum of delta mean in the blue circle zones, according to the minimum of cor = ⋅ ( − 1) in the green circle zone; then the integral embedding dimension can be inferred. Table 4 , it can be indicated that all the largest Lyapunov exponents are positive except the location of 14th detector in the Wolf method results; meanwhile all the largest Lyapunov exponents from small data sets method are positive except those at the locations of 2nd and 17th detectors, which need more information to identify chaos. The spatial evolution tendency is illustrated as Figure 8 .
From Table 5 , it can be inferred that all the largest Lyapunov exponents are positive in the Wolf method results; meanwhile all the largest Lyapunov exponents from small data sets method are positive except those at the location of 2nd detector, which need more information to identify chaos. The spatial evolution tendency is shown as Figure 9 .
This part consists of data analysis results on traffic catastrophic and chaotic characteristic.
Traffic Flow Catastrophe Analysis Results.
From the calculation results, it can be indicated that critical density is smaller than maximum-flow density and congested density. And from the aspect of data description it is indicated that when the density value reached the critical value, the traffic flow phase would transform from unconstrained to constrained with the jump phenomenon. So when the traffic operation is under monitor, once the density arises to the critical level, several control measures should be actualized to avoid severe congestion, and the traffic volume of travelling on-off ramps should be reduced by route guidance in order to keep a safe driving zone and avoid traffic accidents.
The critical density level in different lanes has different values, and the results demonstrate that catastrophe density in median lanes (23.11 veh/km) is larger than that in shoulder lanes (22.61 veh/km), and that means conditions of median lanes could be transferred into the catastrophe phase later than the conditions of shoulder lanes in terms of density. Vehicles travelling on or off the ramps will change lanes across the shoulder lanes, which may cause the jump phenomenon earlier than median lanes in terms of density. When traffic flow is disturbed by certain inducements, density will be changed as a wave spreads backward with certain speed, and it is the "shock wave" that causes the flow-density catastrophe, especially in shoulder lanes near ramps. For example, when vehicle drives across the shoulder lanes from the ramps, the back ones' normal driving will be influenced by this, and local density may be increased and causes block. Table 6 is inferred from the largest Lyapunov exponent results. And the situation at the 2nd detector shows that the largest Lyapunov exponents of speed and occupancy time series are negative from the small data sets method and the largest Lyapunov exponents of flow are near zero. The chaotic characteristic at 2nd detector is not supported. The largest Lyapunov exponent of speed time series at the 14th detector is negative.
Traffic Flow Chaotic Analysis Results.
The largest Lyapunov exponent of speed time series at the 17th detector is negative, the largest Lyapunov exponent of flow time series is nearly equal to zero from the small data sets method, and the largest Lyapunov exponent of occupancy time series is nearly equal to zero from the Wolf method.
The largest Lyapunov exponent of flow time series at the 26th detector is negative from the small data sets method, and the largest Lyapunov exponent of occupancy time series is nearly equal to zero from the Wolf method.
Traffic chaotic characteristic are not obvious in these 4 locations, and that needs further discussion and may be periodic or stochastic.
Conclusions
Traffic flow data collected from the 3rd ring road expressway in Beijing was applied to develop flow-density model and speed-density Greenshields model. Then the density was discussed based on the traffic wave speed function with cusp catastrophe theory, which was used to analyze the traffic nonlinear characteristic in freeway. Results show that the critical density was smaller than maximum-flow density and congested density. Especially, density conditions between median lanes and shoulder lanes were deeply discussed, and the results indicated that the critical catastrophe density value in the median lanes was a little higher than that in the shoulder lanes. It is important to control travelling on-off ramps when the density reaches the critical level.
Traffic chaotic characteristics are observed obviously; the C-C method was applied to reconstruct phase space; Wolf method and small data method sets were used to estimate the largest Lyapunov exponents; respectively, the results indicated that data collected at 25 of 29 detectors were positive implying an exponential divergence of the trajectories and a strong signature of chaos. Distinguishing between chaotic and stochastic behaviors might be discussed in the later research.
This paper mainly focused on the actual data analysis in condition of the 3rd ring road expressway in Beijing, and the result may be limited by the collected data precision with initial time interval which may contain noise and cause fluctuations in the calculation in practice; the quantitative analysis of chaotic systems especially is usually sensitive to not only the data size, but also the observation time.
According to the results, three kinds of traffic parameters time series represent different chaotic characteristics at the same location; a certain exclusive model may be needed to identify the chaos with multidimension analysis based on traffic parameters; meanwhile, multi-interval analysis and spatial factors will be considered in new models in the proceeding research, and management and control strategy, that is, designing signal, ramp metering, or speed controlling, should be yielded to avoid traffic congestion and even the accidents in the later research. The relation between the catastrophe and chaos based on the bifurcation theory needs more demonstration in the future research.
